MAP 3: BATCH REF. 1412.FTF.32. DIVERSION AND CREATION OF FIX THE FELLS PATHS BETWEEN GREEN CRAG, DUBS QUARRY, GREAT ROUND HOW, LOFT BECK AND BRANDRETH, ENNERDALE & KINNISIDE, AND BUTTERMERE PARISHES.


MAP NOT TO ORIGINAL SCALE
Order L – Round How & Loft Beck:
Creation of footpath 407064 on NW slope of Brandreth.
Diversion of footpaths between Great Round How and Dubs Quarry, at Loft Beck, and on the NW slope of Brandreth.
MAP 3. BATCH 1412. FTF. 28. CREATION AND DIVERSION OF FIX THE FELLS PATHS AROUND ESK HAUSE AND CALF COVE. WASDALE, ESKDALE AND BORROWDALE PARISHES

HIGHWAYS ACT 1980 SECTIONS 26 & 110 AND WILDLIFE & COUNTRYSIDE ACT 1981 SECTION 53A(2)
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Order G – Greathall Gill, Wasdale:

Diversion of footpath 408054 / 419048 at Greathall Gill, wasdale Parish.
Order E – Black Sail, Wasdale:
Diversion of bridleway 419001 at Black Sail Pass, Wasdale Parish.
MAP 1. BATCH 1412. FTF 29. CREATION, DIVERSION AND EXTINGUISHMENT OF FIX THE FELLS PATHS AROUND SCAFELL PIKE, WASDALE AND ESKDALE PARISHES

HIGHWAYS ACT 1980 SECTION 119 AND WILDLIFE & COUNTRYSIDE ACT 1981 SECTION 53A(2)

MAP NOT TO ORIGINAL SCALE
MAP NOT TO ORIGINAL SCALE
Order C – Great Gable:
Diversion of footpaths 419028 & 419030 on west slope of Great Gable, Wasdale Parish.

MAP 2. BATCH REF. 1412. FTF 30. DIVERSION OF FIX THE FELLS PATHS AROUND KIRK FELL, PARISH OF WASDALE

HIGHWAYS ACT 1980 SECTION 119 AND WILDLIFE & COUNTRYSIDE ACT 1981 SECTION 53A(2)
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